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Abstract 
In this paper, a chaos-based image encryption algorithm was proposed. It consists of four stages: 

decomposition, shuffle, diffusion and combination. Decomposition is that an original image is decomposed 
to components by some rule. Shuffle and diffusion are the essential processions of image encryption. The 
purpose of the shuffle is to mask original organization of the pixels in images and diffusion is to mask their 
values. Combination is not necessary for real-time Internet applications. However, the components must 
be labeled before sended, and the assemblage of components would be done on the receiving terminal. 
There were two methods to improve security. One was to enlarge the key space, and another was to 
strong the nonlinear map. About the speed, the scheme had good characteristics of parallel. More than 50 
images were tested to evaluate the algorithm. Experiment results and security analysis demonstrate that 
the encryption algorithm not only is robust and flexible, but also can withstand common attacks such as 
statistical attacks and differential attacks. 
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1. Introduction 
Digital image encryption is one of the technologies in secure image transmission over 

the Internet and wireless networks with the rapid development of network. Compared with 
traditional encryption for textual data, the approach to encrypting images is different due to its 
intrinsic data features of images. Generally, there are two types of cryptographic scheme, 
namely private-key and public-key schemes. Classical approaches such as DES, AES are 
classified as private-key cryptographic scheme, while RSA and elliptic curve cryptography 
(ECC) are classified as public-key cryptographic scheme. For chaos-based image encryption, 
its cryptography with chaos falls into the category of private-key scheme. The secret keys are 
usually the chaos system parameters and the initial conditions. Therefore, sensitivity to 
parameters and initial conditions is one of characteristic for a chaos-based cryptosystem. 

So far, many image encryption schemes have been proposed. It can be divided to two 
kinds, namely spatial domain and frequency domain image encryptions. For the former, 
generally the main methods are to mix the position of pixels by choosing a map such as Baker, 
Arnold or Standard map. In [1], Mao et al. proposed a chaos-based image encryption scheme 
by Baker maps. In [2], Wong et al. introduced a certain diffusion effect in the substitution stage 
by simple sequential add-and-shift operations, using these operations to reduce the overall 
encryption time as fewer rounds are required. Gao et al. [3] presented a nonlinear chaotic 
algorithm (NCA) for image encryption, which used power function and tangent function instead 
of linear parts in the Logistic map. Chen et al. [4] designed a symmetric encryption scheme. The 
scheme employed a 3D cat map to shuffle image pixels and used Logistic map to confuse the 
relationship between the plain-image and cipher-image. In [5], a chaotic cryptographic scheme 
iterating a Logistic map was proposed, and the look-up table used in the cryptographic process 
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was updated dynamically. In [6], Krikor et al. presented a method of image encryption by 
selecting specific higher frequencies of DCT coefficients taking as the characteristic values. In 
[7], the original image first was dealt with DWT, then was divided into two parts. Encryption for 
approximate part and Compression for detailed part, both of them final form the cipher-image. 
For the methods in frequency domain, the decrypted image is not equal to the original image 
absolutely. The decrypted image contains small distortion which is acceptable due to human 
perception. Besides the two approaches to encryption image, some researcher uses multiple 
technologies to encrypt images. For example, in [8], Patel et al. encrypted image using different 
techniques. There are many methods for image decomposition such as bit-plane 
decomposition, color-based decomposition. Literature [9, 10] proposed bit-plane decomposition 
based encryption approaches. In this paper, we propose chaos-based image encryption 
algorithm using decomposition, the encryption algorithm is simplified using decomposition under 
ensuring the security. 

 
 

2. Our Image Encryption Algorithm 
The architecture of our image encryption algorithm is shown in Figure 1. It consists of 

four processing stages: decomposition, shuffle, diffusion and combination. The decoposition 
decomposes the original image, namely plain-image, to sub-image, namely component image 
or components. For each component, the shuffle displaces the positions of the pixels and the 
diffusion diffuses the values of the pixels. We call them position and values mask respectively. 
The combination combines all the components to final encrypted image.  

As a specific instance, we gived a encryption scheme for RGB images, as can been 
seen in Figure 2. A RGB image is decomposed to red, green and blue component according to 
the three channels. Each component is processed in parallel during the processing of the 
shuffle and diffusion stages, witch improved encryption speed. The shuffle masks the original 
organization of the pixels and the diffusion masks the original values of the pixels. Shuffle and 
diffusion are crucial to the security of whole encryption algorithm. The decomposition can be 
taken as the preparation of encryption processing and the combination generates an encrypted 
image with a permutation order. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Architecture of image encryption algorithm 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Encryption details of a color image 
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2.1. Decomposition 
Any component that comes from decomposition is a two-dimension matrix, nmH  . Each 

element of this array is an element or pixel in component images. It can stand for any of types 
such as grey scale, color component, bit-plane or the part of the original image. For example, a 
RGB image before encrypted can be decomposed three components which are called red, 
green, and blue components, as can be seen from Figure 3.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. A method of decomposition for RGB images. (a) Original Lena image;  
(b) Red component; (c) Green component; (d) Blue component. 

 
 

2.2. Shuffle 
Shuffle is to mask original organization of the pixels of the image. Specifically, it 

permutes all the pixels of the image without changing their values. We exploited the known cat 
map to solve the problem (Figure 2). The classical cat map is a two-dimensional invertible 
chaotic map [4]. It is 
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where the two parameters a  and b , namely aK and bK in Figure 2, are positive integers, M is 

the width or height of the images. The map is area-preserving since the determinant of its linear 
transformation matrix is equal to 1. Let the eigenvalues of the transformation matrix be 1  and 

2 , given by  
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According to the Lyapunov characteristic exponent theory [11], the map is chaotic. If 

1a  and 1b , it is the classical Arnold cat map. However, the original component image 
reappears if it iterates enough times. Let the period of the map (2) is p . We determine the 

 2/p  as the rounds of permutation. The reason is that the correlation of two adjacent pixels in 

different directions, including horizontal, vertical and diagonal direction, is the weakest. For 
eample, the period is 11 for the Cat image, and the variation of these correlation coefficients can 
be seen from Table 1, whose computing method can be seen from the section 3.2. 

 
 

Table 1. Correlation coefficients of two adjacent pixels under different rounds in the Cat image 
Rounds 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Horizon 84.0 75.8 59.4 28.0 -6.2 0.7 -5.1 -0.6 1.8 42.9 68.9 80.0 
Vertical 83.7 75.2 58.9 27.1 -3.5 0.6 -5.7 -0.7 2.0 43.5 67.9 81.0 
Diagonal 82.3 74.8 58.1 26.9 3.1 0.5 5.3 -0.5 1.7 42.5 66.2 79.6 

 
 

2.3. Diffusion 
If an image encryption algorithm only has the shuffle, its security is weak because the 

cat map is an invertible discrete map without mixing the pixels' values. In other words, the map 
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does not change the statistical properties of the plain-text such as the intensity distribution of the 
pixels. As a remedy, we thereby resort to the diffusion. 

It is very necessary for diffusion to choice a chaotic map. The Logistic map is a decent 
option. Its mathematical expression is  

 
)1(1 nnn xxx    (3)  

 
where )4,0(  is a parameter and )1,0(x  and 2,1,0n . The parameter   and the initial 

value 0x  may be taken as the key (Namely,   means k and 0x means the feature value 

extracted from the component in Figure 2). In order to explain the chaotic properties, we divide 
the parameter   into eight segments (Table 2). Note that the Logistic map is not chaos until 

the value of the parameter   is between 3.5699 and 4. For Lyapunov exponents of Logistic 

map, let   be its value. Then it can be obtained by the function given as 
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Therefore, the sequence of Logistic map can be used to encrypt images when   is larger than 

3.5699 and smaller 4. 
 
 

Table 2. The numbers of periodic orbits varies with the different parameter   
  0-1 1-3 3-3.4995 3.4995-3.5441 3.5441-3.5644 3.5644-3.5688 … 3.5699-4 

Orbits 0 1 2 4 8 16 … Chaos 

 
 

In [12], however, the authors demonstrated that chaotic encryption systems can be 
easily attacked and suggested the adoption of nonlinear functions to change the key 
continuously. There are two methods can improve the security. One is to enlarge the key space, 
and another is to strong the nonlinear map. For the former, we use two Logistic maps to encrypt 
the component image passed down from the shuffle. One map encrypts the odd rows of the 
component and another map encrypts the even rows. The equation is  
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Additionally, we can take 2/)( 00 kxx   to change the initial condition. The notation k  denotes 

the aided key which is the feature value selected from the component image (Figure 2). Let the 
component intensity vary from 0 to 255, then k  is equal to ]255/1.0)256mod)([( Asum , where 

notation function )(Asum  denotes the sum of the component image intensity because the initial 

condition value 0x  amended must be varied from 0.1 to 1. The keys have odd , even , oddx0 , evenx0 , 
oddk , evenk  instead of  and  0x . The key space, therefore, enlarges three times. For the later, we 

use a transformation to improve the nonlinear map. It is  
 

/)(arcsin nn xy    (6) 

 
where   denotes the circle index pi. The range of dependent variable ix is 0 to 1, so the value 

of independent variable iy  is 0 to 1. Note that the sequence of independent variable iy has a 

uniform probability density function. It is obvious the two methods increase the security level.  
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We digitized the chaotic sequence by amplifying it with a proper scaling and sampling 
once it was obtained by Equation (7). Let i  be the digitized value, then it was   Nyi mod1015 . 

where the notation    denotes that it rounds the elements to the nearest integers less than or 

equal to  , and N is the intensity level of pixels. Then the output of encryption can be 
generated by the formula: 

 

)1()()()(  iCiIiiC   (7) 

 
where iI is the currently operated pixel and 1iC   is the previously output cipher-pixel, the initial 

condition 0C  is equal to 0 0I  , and the notation  denotes bitwise XOR.  

Obviously the inverse transformation of the above equation is given by 
 

)1()()()(  iCiiCiI   (8) 

 
2.4. Combination 

After the preceding three stages have been completed, we can obtain each cipher 
component image. The next tasks are combining them. The simplest method is to organize the 
entire cipher component image to a cipher image in their original order. Of course, we should 
design a permutation of the cipher component images sequence to further improve their 
security.  

Let the component image sequence is },,3,2,1{ N  which is called input sequence, and 

its permutation is },,,,{ 321 NTTTT  , called output sequence. Then a transformation can be defined 

as 
 

)1(mod)))(((  iFjiFT ppj     s.t. )1()(  iFiF pp  and 1)1(  iFN P  (9) 

 
where )(iFp is the P-Fibonacci sequence and the non-negative integer i  is the index location of 

it, )(iFp  and )1( iFp  are two consecutive elements in the P-Fibonacci sequence, the constant 

  is a minimal integer offset such that the greatest common divisor of )(iFp  and )1( iFp  is 

1, }{ j  is the input sequence and }{ jT is the output sequence [13,14]. Note that there are two 

important constraints for the transformation. One is )1()(  iFiF pp   that is a limitation for 

choosing the minimal offset  and another is 1)1(  iFN P which specifies the maximum value 

of the input sequence. For example, if 2p , 9)( iFp , then 13)1( iFp , 12N  and 0 can 

be easily got. 
Obviously, the output sequence },,,,{ 321 NTTTT   is the permutation of an input sequence 

},,3,2,1{ N . For example, for 2p  , the output sequence will be }4,8,12,3,7,11,2,6,10,1,5,9{  if 

input sequence is }10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1{ . In other words, given a specific p , the output sequence is 

not different for the same input sequence according to Equation (9). Therefore, p  can act as a 

key parameter by whitch we can easily assemble all the component images to a reconstructed 
image. However, the assemblage is not necessary for real-time Internet applications. The 
sender only transmits all the cipher component images labeled and the value p . The receiver 

can take advantage of them to recover the original structure according to Equation (9).  
 
 

3. Tests and Security Analysis 
As can been seen from the section 2, the more the number of component-images is, the 

larger the key space will become. In the section, we will analyze the security of our encryption 
algorithm in key space, correlation of neighboring pixels, pixels intensity distribution, and 
sensitivity, and take Figure 4(left) as test images with different size. 
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3.1. Key Space 
Different number of component-images has different key space in the encryption 

algorithm. The simplest case is only a component image such as grey-scale images (of course, 
it may be split to blocks). A RGB image may be decomposed to 3 components. Specifically for a 
multi-layered image such as TIFF image with 27 frames, it may be decomposed to 51 
components. Let the number of components be N and the notation key  be the key to encrypt an 

image. Then the key  can be taken a representation by Equation (10) 

The right side of this equation is a N8  matrix which each column vector is taken as 
acomponent encryption key. Namely, each component image has eight keys in which ),( 21 ii kk  

are two parameters of cat map ),( ba  in Equation (1), ),,,,( 76543 iiiii kkkkk  are the parameters 
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and initial conditions of Logistic map ),,,, 00 kxx evenoddevenodd （  in Equation (5), 8ik  is the parameter 

p  in Equation (9). For an instace, each component image is encrypted by using the key vector 

(1, 1, 4.0, 4.0, 2.0, 7.0, k, 2). The encryption test results of original images (Figure 4(left)) have 
been shown in Figure 4(right). Visually the textures of encrypted images are different though all 
of them like noise images 

 
 

      
 

Figure 4. Original images with different size (left) and their encrypted images. (a) Fingerprint, 
170*170; (b) Cameraman, 140*140; (c) Cat, 144*144*3; (d) Lena, 256*256*3; (e) Smile, 

120*120*3; (f) Lady, 128*128*3. 
 
 

3.2. Correlation of Neighboring Pixels 
The following issues will be discussed on the basis of a component because all the 

properties are similar for the components. The neighboring pixels are also called adjacent pixels 
that indicate two horizontally, vertically and diagonally neighboring pixels. The information of the 
adjacent pixels correlations is very important for the opponent who may discover some useful 
information to take statistical attacks. If the adjacent pixels have a strong linear correlation, the 
cryptosystem is easy to be attacked. Therefore, this section analyzes the correlation of the 
adjacent pixels in both the original image and the corresponding encrypted image. 

Figure 5 plots the pixel intensity distributions of two adjacent pixels at different 
directions in the original and encrypted Lena image. As can be seen from the Figure 5 that the 
correlation of the adjacent pixels is highly strong at different directions in the original image, 
however, in the cipher image it is so weak that their distributions are random.  

In another way, the correlation coefficient of the adjacent pixels at different directions 
can assess their correlation quantitatively. It can be calculated by  
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Figure 5. The pixel intensity distributions of two adjacent pixels at different directions in the 
original and encrypted Lena image. (a) Horizontal, original image; (b) Vertical, original image; 
(c) Diagonal, original image; (d) Horizontal, encrypted image; (e) Vertical, encrypted image; (f) 

Diagonal, encrypted image. 
 
 
 
where xyr  is the value of the correlation coefficient, yx,  are the intensity values of two adjacent 

pixels and M  is the total number of pixels from the image. The test results of original and 
encrypted Lena image can be seen from Table 3. The same conclusion has been obtained 
because the value of xyr  can indicate the relationship between two adjacent pixels. 

 
 

Table 3. Correlation coefficients of two adjacent pixels in both original and encrypted image 
 Original image Encrypted image 

Horizontal 0.91675 0.01182 
Vertical 0.95431 0.00014 

Diagonal 0.90203 0.01478 

 
 
3.3. Probability Density Function of Pixels 

Apart from the correlation of neighboring pixels, the opponent can also take advantage 
of the probability density function of pixels to attack the cryptosystems statistically. For 
resistance to this statistic attack, the probability of the pixels in the cipher image should be a 
uniform invariant function. This section further demonstrates how make the presented algorithm 
robust when it is faced with statistic attacks. 

Figure 6 shows the graph of the probability density function of pixels in the original 
image and the corresponding encrypted image. As can be seen from the Figure 6, the 
distribution of pixels (histogram) in the original images is completely different from the 
corresponding encrypted image. Moreover, different original images have different the 
distribution of pixels, but different cipher images preserve uniform invariant function. These 
demonstrate that the algorithm can withstand the statistic attacks. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6. The probability density distribution of pixels in the components by the Lena's 
decomposition. (a) Original red component; (b) Original green component; (c) Original blue 

component; (d) Encrypted red component; (e) Encrypted green component; (f) Encrypted blue 
component. 
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3.4. Sensitivity 
Sensitivity test to the security key and initial conditions is extremely important for an 

image cryptosystem. An encryption algorithm with good sensitivity can make differential attacks 
[4] infeasible. There are two common measures to assess the sensitivity. One is the number of 
pixels change rate (NPCR), another is the unified average changing intensity (UACI) [1]. NPCR 
means the change rate of pixels in cipher image when the value of one pixel in the original 
image is changed. It measures the percentage of different pixel numbers between the cipher 
images while their corresponding original images have only one different pixel. Let the cipher 
images be 1C  and 2C . Define a bipolar array D , with the same size as image 1C  or 2C . If 

),(),( 21 jiCjiC   then 1),( jiD ; otherwise, 0),( jiD . The NPCR is defined by 
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where W  and H  are the width and height of both cipher images. UACI measures the average 
intensity of difference between the two cipher images. It is defined by 
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The six images have been tested and the experimental results are listed in Table 4. By 

analyzing these data, we can take a conclusion that about the half number of the pixels in 
cipher image change while only one pixel changes in the original image. These demonstrate 
that the proposed algorithm is so sensitive to initial condition that the differential attack would 
become very inefficient. 
 

Table 4. NPCR and UACI 
 Fingerprint Cameraman Cat Lena Smile Lady [Average] 
NPCR(%) 49.23 50.87 46.68 45.59 53.37 52.74 49.7467 
UACI(%) 0.243 0.257 0.248 0.231 0.269 0.266 0.2523 

 
 
4. Conclusions 

Our chaos-based image encryption algorithm contains four stages: decomposition, 
shuffle, diffusion and combination. In decomposition stage, an original image is decomposed to 
some components. Shuffle and diffusion stages are crucial to the security of whole encryption 
algorithm. Shuffle stage masks the original organization of the pixels and diffusion stage masks 
the original values of the pixels. The former does not change the probability distribution of pixels 
in image. The later make the probability distribution of pixels into uniform distribution. Note that 
the final stage is not necessary. We discuss the map's sensitivity to initial conditions and 
parameters. To evaluate the algorithm performance, we give out the test results and analyze the 
security of the encryption algorithm. Experiment data and analysis results demonstrate that the 
encryption algorithm meets the different security requirement and has the ability to withstand 
common attacks such as brute force, statistic, and differential attacks. 
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